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Abstract
Inez Callaway Robb, in her 50-year career as a reporter, society editor, WWII correspondent, and columnist, wrote more than 10,000 articles, syndicated to about 150 newspapers. By the 1950s, Inez Robb was a household name, and Robb was regularly billed as one of the world’s top newspaper women. Yet, few people know her name today, and scholars largely have overlooked Robb’s contributions to journalism. This biographical essay uncovers Robb’s life and writings, while considering the apparent contradiction of her work, corresponding from more than 40 countries around the world, while advocating traditional gender roles and opposing an Equal Rights Amendment.
INTRODUCTION

As a teenager whose parents refused to pay for silk stockings, Inez Callaway earned spending money writing society notes and proofreading copy for her local newspaper. It was 1916; she had never flown. The Idaho State Fair came to town, and a stunt pilot visited the Boise Capital News office in search of a passenger. The fifteen-year-old was the last one asked and the first to volunteer. She wrote about her barnstorming mission for the newspaper the next day, telling readers that flying was the only way a girl could stand on her head and still keep her dignity.1 Described as a “hell-kitten,” “a regal lady of impeccable manners,” “an astringent-tongued newswoman,” and “a juggernaut in kid-gloves,” Inez Callaway Robb defied conventions and clung to them.2 In her fifty-year career as a reporter, society editor, war correspondent, and columnist, she wrote more than 10,000 articles, most of which were syndicated at least five days a week to about 150 newspapers nationwide. She was a lifelong Democrat whose written words battled what she saw as injustices of all kinds—including the equal rights amendment. Robb ardently opposed the ERA, and not just because she saw it as threatening the many incremental protections women had fought so hard to gain.3 Robb declared that she was “not a feminist or equal-righter,” and she often wrote about the need to preserve and cherish what she saw as inherent differences between the sexes.4 Yet she was among the women reporters who, in the early 1930s and 1940s, began to turn the male-dominated newspaper world upside down. She did so within the perceived boundaries of her sex, so that few people noticed their perspectives had changed until the ride was over.

By 1938, Robb was among the highest-paid women reporters in the world.5 She became one of the first two women, in 1943, to travel with a U.S. military unit as accredited war correspondents.6 By the 1950s, Inez Robb was a household name. She was regularly billed as one of the world’s top newspaper women.7 Her columns could inspire hundreds of thousands of dollars in donations or an FBI inquiry.8 Yet, few people know Robb’s name today, and scholars largely have overlooked her contributions to journalism. If mentioned at all, Robb appears in a few sentences, paragraphs or pages within works that celebrate women journalists who strived to avoid the society or women’s pages or women journalists who helped fight for women’s rights in and out of the newsroom.9

The story of an individual’s life, as Alice Kessler-Harris noted, can be imagined not just “as a subject to be studied for its own sake, but as evidence that could provide a different path into the past.”10 Journalism history scholars, until recently, often overlooked those women journalists whose work appeared in feature, society
or women’s sections, or in women’s magazines. Instead scholars tended to focus on newspaper women who were successful in areas traditionally occupied by men—women who covered hard news topics and whose breaking-news stories regularly made the front page. Many stories remain to be told about the women who were on the “outskirts” of traditional journalism, whose lives offer a different perspective of journalism. The history of women in journalism must move beyond applying those “value systems which consider man the measure of significance” and must seek to include stories of those women journalists who did not claim firsts for their sex or fight for women’s equal rights, as well as stories about journalists and publications whose writings served women directly. Robb’s story has not yet been fully told or examined for several reasons. Despite the prolificacy of Robb’s writings for the general public, she wrote only superficially, if at all, about her private life. When she died in 1979, the few personal papers she left behind were kept by family members and not shared with the public. The women journalists who were alive when scholars took particular note of them, not surprisingly, were more likely to have their stories told. In 1986, the Washington Press Club began a project in which it ultimately gathered the oral histories of sixty women, all of whom were working or retired journalists, thus providing fodder for countless biographies and books on various aspects of women journalists.
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In order to uncover and tell more fully the story of Robb’s life, this article relied on a historical analysis that included the following materials: several hundred newspaper and magazine articles written by and about Robb; her book of humorous essays, Don’t Just Stand There; 17 correspondence from her former colleagues’manuscript collections; FBI documents; court documents detailing International News Service contracts; interviews with Robb’s two nieces and information from the registrar and alumni offices at the University of Missouri and the University of Idaho.
BLUE EYES AND IRISH LUCK

Robb, née Inez Early Callaway, was born in November 1900 in Middletown, California, but grew up in Caldwell, Idaho, a town of 4,000 people where her father was in a fruit-packing business and where she enjoyed a large, close-knit extended family life. She and her siblings (including a younger brother, Stephen, and younger sister, Cathryn) and cousins were encouraged by their elders to have opinions and share them—especially at the dinner table. Robb moved in with her aunt and uncle in Boise to attend high school. During her sophomore year, she applied for a job as a high school correspondent for the Boise Daily Capital. Robb later recalled, “I got the usual reply from the editor—‘I want a boy, not a girl.’ I told him I was just as good as any boy.” Throughout high school she wrote society notes and assisted with copy-editing, but the barnstorming mission was her first byline. “After I saw that by-line, nothing—not even wild editors—could have separated me from the newspaper business,” she wrote in 1962.

A straight-A student in high school, Robb won a full scholarship to attend the University of Idaho in 1918. She belonged to a sorority, wrote for two local newspapers and served on a campus committee charged with persuading the Idaho legislature to ratify the 19th amendment and grant women the right to vote. In 1920, Robb left the University of Idaho for the University of Missouri, where she completed a journalism degree in 1922. She returned to Idaho and worked as a reporter for the Idaho Daily Statesmen and the Nampa Free Press. Robb applied for a job at the Tulsa (Oklahoma) Daily World in 1924, at a time when the newspaper’s owner was out of the country and much of the staff was out sick with the flu. “I was hired in desperation and against all rules,” Robb later told a reporter. The city editor fought the owner to let Robb stay, arguing that she was a hard worker who “didn’t take advantage of her sex.”

For twenty-seven months, Robb worked at the Tulsa World as a general assignment reporter. On her way home for a vacation, she stopped in Chicago and left a scrapbook of her news clips with the editor of the Chicago Tribune. He contacted her some time later to offer her a position at the Tribune’s affiliated paper, the New York Daily News. Robb moved to New York in 1926 and began as a reporter for the Sunday section, where she soon doubled her previous salary. In 1928, when she was asked to fill a sudden opening as the society editor, Robb “wept oceans of tears” because at that time she shared “every reporter’s contempt” for the society pages. Her editor convinced her to fill the role on a trial basis and encouraged her to cover the syndicated society column just as she’d covered news stories. She did so for twelve years, writing as Nancy Randolph, the column’s nom de plume, bringing an investigative approach and a sense of humor to her writing that often meant her so-called society stories appeared as front-page news. In 1935, Robb explained
how she inhabited the role without losing sight of her identity as a reporter:

In other words, we don’t give a hang about Mrs. Vanderbilt giving a luncheon unless her guests include Al Capone and the Archbishop of Canterbury. Then that’s news and a story. I modestly hope it has changed the conception of what a society page is. I think of myself as a reporter with a dash of columnist, but never, so help me God, as a society editor.

Women reporters in the first half of the 20th century often broke into newspapers through the society or women’s pages. The women who left for the news desk at the first opportunity rarely wanted to return to the lighter fare. Yet Robb found that she enjoyed using the newshound skills she’d gained in journalism school and at the Tulsa World in her society reporting. She quickly earned a reputation for adding depth to society writing with her news reporting skills and her habit of providing context from the news of the day, such as a story about a fear of Bolsheviks among Palm Beach elite. Robb claimed to attribute her accomplishments to her big blue eyes and a never-ending stash of clean white gloves, noting that her mother had said her success wasn’t due to intelligence but to Irish luck. Her life off of the society pages had also taken a fortunate turn: in September 1929, shortly before her 29th birthday, she married Addison Robb, a public relations executive one-year her junior. Years later, she would playfully refer to him as her lord and master; she also called a husband like hers the best ingredient in any woman’s life.

After twelve years of society writing, Robb still acknowledged that no reporter wanted to be a society editor, but she was pragmatic about it. “This is an age of specialization in the newspaper field no less than any other,” she said in her last days as Nancy Randolph. “It pays to be an expert.” Robb’s expertise certainly did pay off. In 1938, the International News Service lured Robb away from the Daily News, offering her $500 a week and a syndicated column with her own name—and the world as her beat. She wrote seven articles a week, which International News Service described to the newspapers that ran her columns as “keen, sophisticated feature stories on current events and people in the news.”

She continued to write both society stories and news stories throughout most of her career. Her writing swung easily from heavy news to society light—from Hitler's plans to use poison gas warfare to the jet set’s desire to employ clairvoyants. Robb had discovered that she was comfortable covering high-society events, such as the wedding of the Duke of Windsor or the coronation of King George VI, and high-altitude events, such as a war plane ride through North Africa or the first round-the-world flight with the U.S. Army. (But not low altitude events: seasickness and claustrophobia overcame
her aboard a submarine.) Even after she became a war correspondent, Robb wrote a mix of hard news stories and social commentary. First stationed in England to cover the war, she described how British women stayed busy during air raids.

Robb’s mixing of hard news with human interest stories reflected what she thought readers desired and deserved. She spoke during “The Woman’s Hour” at a convention of the American Society of Newspaper Editors in 1939, telling the roomful of male editors that they had reached a day “in which women’s interests parallel men’s interests more nearly than at any other time in the world.” She likened the women’s pages, which she said showed women how best to run the business of making a home, to the finance pages, which she said showed men how best to run the business of making a living. The rest of the paper—the news and editorial content—needed to serve all readers, she said. She added that the women’s pages should not condescend nor adopt a shrill tone, as they too often did. After Robb finished, the president of the association, William Allen White, referred to Robb and the other two women reporters speaking that morning as “three lovely little hell-cats.” It would be some time before newspaper editors heeded Robb’s call to take women seriously as journalists or readers. Just as newspaper editors had relegated all things women to one hour of their multi-day annual convention, they worked to maintain gender divisions in their newsrooms and on the pages of their newspapers.

Despite the many women journalists striving to cover hard news and prove themselves equal to men, most women journalists were hired and tolerated because of their presumed differences from men. Robb wrote, in 1938, that women should not try to overcome these differences but should embrace them.

... I am not a feminist. ... I don’t think that newspaper women should try to be good newspaper men. That is the idiotic goal of so many, who fall so far short. I am of the firm opinion that ... women ... should try to be good newspaper women. If nature hadn’t intended the sexes to be different, it wouldn’t have made them different. ... The majority will be far more successful if they try to be skillful newspaper women—not, of necessity, sob sister or cooking editors—but newspaper women who know their job, who can make their niche or find it. The field is wide open.

Newspapers increasingly recognized the value of this field: A woman’s viewpoint could connect well with women readers, a woman might have more success drawing out certain sources, and a news woman still attracted readers as a rarity. Additionally, for some editors, as Linda Lumsden noted, the woman’s angle could be “an essentialist, male-constructed category intended to keep women journalists and their readers in their place: at home and subservient to men.” A close look at Robb’s writing reveals how she used
the woman’s angle to expand roles available to women by feminizing those roles—changing the ways in which the roles were viewed rather than the ways in which women were viewed. Her stories sold her feminine point of view—and the point of view much of the nation was buying and perpetuating at that time to reconcile women working outside the home for the war effort. Whether she was encouraging women to work for national defense or writing about the work of a woman war correspondent, Robb continually emphasized women’s femininity and the expansion and addition of roles to include women.

DAINTY, PATIENT, AND BRIGHT AS A DOLLAR

Just before Mother’s Day in 1941, Robb went “behind the scenes of the national defense program to find out what kind of work America’s ‘Amazons’ were doing. She reported what she found in a series of nine articles syndicated to newspapers nationwide between May 5, 1941, and May 13, 1941. Robb stressed that the millions of working women were essential to the United States and its national defense program—echoing the propaganda of her time. After listing examples of jobs filled by women and women who fill such jobs, Robb elaborated on several of each. She wrote that women who worked in national defense came from all walks of life, and yet she portrayed only those workers whom she described as pretty, feminine, and diminutive, and those jobs that she deemed particularly suited to women—those requiring patience and small hands. Robb’s continued assurance to readers of these workers’ feminine traits reflected the tendency, noted by Joan Riviere in 1929, among some women to wear womanliness “as a mask, both to hide the possession of masculinity and to avert the reprisals expected if she was found to possess it.” Robb stated in the first article of the series:

But it is also universally true, and important to remember, that women have not been hired to replace men. … In the main, women have been hired for jobs for which nature herself has especially fitted them. Because woman’s hands are small and her fingers nimble and dexterous, employers are finding her a godsend in the manufacture of delicate parts for planes, tanks, gas masks, guns, ammunition, ships, radios and parachutes. … Her manual dexterity and her abiding patience are sung again and again by companies employing her in numbers to equip the democratic world to fight its life and death struggle for survival.

Size mattered to Robb, who boasted that no tool or task was too delicate or gigantic for women to master. Women with small, nimble fingers stacked ball bearings for aviation instruments, assembled motors, or cut and sewed silk into giant parachutes. Women who were gifted in patience, judgment, and precision designed turbines, sculpted tire treads, built barrage balloons, or counted rivets. Robb
noted that one woman was doll-sized; another weighed just 120 pounds. When Robb was not talking size, she noted other physical attributes and personal qualities. The ball-bearing worker wore a “very becoming powder-blue rayon smock.” The engineer who researched properties of aluminum used for airplanes was “as feminine as the fine handiwork to which she is devoted.” The president of a salvage steel company was an energetic woman with a passion for gay hats. An editor’s note at the end of one of Robb’s articles stated: “Tomorrow: A lovely blonde does a man-sized job.” The next article revealed that the blonde was “beautiful and bright as a dollar”—a former beauty contest winner who managed electroplating contracts for government defense work. Around the plant, Robb wrote, this manager “wears a serviceable smock over her chic dark dresses. Her plant turns out products for the Army and Navy, but her fingernails are as long and red and polished as if she spent her days playing bridge.”

Robb’s entire series reads differently than her work as either a news reporter or columnist. Instead, she adopted a patriotic tone that seemed to promote all mankind, womankind, and the great Uncle Sam—the same tone favored by wartime propaganda. Not only did she portray women doing the very things that the government needed them to be doing, she flattered them, highlighting their strengths and overlooking any weaknesses. Robb showed them serving their country, using their God-given talents and assets to fill in where men needed them most—without risking their own femininity, without damaging the masculinity or job security of American men. She quoted foremen and bosses who assured readers that their women workers were feminine, smart, well-mannered, and attractive, and that of course they were doing the more feminine jobs to which they were best suited. A company official told Robb that sealing gasoline tanks is “very much like dressmaking and requires the same patience and skill as embroidery. … It is a delicate, painstaking job for which men have little aptitude.” In the final article in the series, Robb claimed that she only found one negative story in all of her reporting. “Even it, viewed in the right light, is a tribute to the deadly efficiency with which woman masters the tools of industry—given a chance,” Robb wrote. One woman had become so adept at operating a 10-ton crane that she had to be fired, company officials told Robb. The woman liked to show off, using the crane’s hook to lift workmen off the ground by their pants.

WAR AND DOMESTICITY

As a society editor, Robb had refused to write about any event she hadn’t attended. This same professional standard led her to insist on covering the war on location. Late in 1941, International News Service finally granted Robb’s wish. A week before the attack on Pearl Harbor, Robb was stationed in England. She would later explain:
I had many reasons for wanting to see the war. ... Naturally, the strongest one was the fact that this was the biggest story of all. And then I felt that an American woman should observe what war meant. No woman in my memory had the faintest conception of its effects, although thousands of women in other lands had suffered from it. And someplace in my head was the realization that this war was a crucible for my generation and for the one behind us, the generation that provided the fighting men. I was groping for some possible symptom of what this devastation and violence would do to us. 74

Robb traveled and reported throughout the United States, England, and Ireland for two years before earning official recognition as a war correspondent. 75 In 1943, Robb and Associated Press reporter Ruth Cowan became the first two women to be transported with a military unit as accredited war correspondents, or assimilated second lieutenants as they also were known. 76 After being thoroughly screened by the FBI and thoroughly outfitted by the U.S. Army, Robb and Cowan spent three months in uniform with the Women’s Auxiliary Army Corps at the Tunisian front. Robb was proud to be U.S. war correspondent Number 327 (out of about 600 official U.S. war correspondents at that time) and on her return said, “There is enough ham in all of us to love being called a war correspondent, but thank goodness, there isn’t enough heel in us to think we are heroic.” 77 The U.S. War Department did consider Robb heroic and included her among the 314 war correspondents who were honored in January 1946 with theater campaign ribbons for “outstanding and conspicuous service with the armed forces during difficult and hazardous combat conditions.” 78

Robb’s first series of articles from North Africa ran under her own byline, and they were light and humorous, focused on the homemaking and practical aspects of the life of a woman traveling in a decidedly masculine world. 79 Robb’s tone throughout sounded as though she meant primarily to entertain and engage readers. International News Service packaged seven articles with the title “Woman War Correspondent” and with several cartoon images of a very feminine Robb at work. 80 The first of these articles opened with Robb’s comparison of her life with the images of war correspondents in film and fiction. She joked that in her time at the North African theater she never captured Rommel nor even a third-rate spy, but she did have a greater triumph. She had “managed to survive in an unheated tent through part of February and March in the bitter cold of a North African winter.” 81

Articles written by others noted that Robb faced truly harrowing and life-threatening incidents while covering news at the front. 82 Robb’s own articles only gave detailed accounts of harmless, humorous fears and challenges—such as having to wear pants and an
unflattering helmet. She mentioned the real threats briefly, without fully acknowledging them. She quipped about gathering with other war correspondents on “Bomb Bay,” having to take their air raids “straight” because the only alcohol available was no stronger than ginger ale. She listed items she had to carry in case of gunshot wounds or chemical warfare. She noted that she managed to hold onto her “quaking pride and put up a bold front under aerial bombardment” and that she managed “by sheer willpower to be cool, calm and collected” during the German breakthrough when Marshal Rommel’s “hot breath seemed literally scorching the back of my neck.”

The only fear Robb acknowledged in this series of articles was a fear of lice. She said that her lowest point came when she was in a “near panic” after being given powder to rid herself of lice, should she ever be so afflicted; she then assured readers that she never did need the powder. She recounted the trial of having to sleep in a bed with one sheet and one blanket—no top sheet, no pillowcase—at a hotel that only provided hot water two hours a day. Yet she noted that she learned quickly what a luxury those accommodations represented in North Africa, after having to spend nights in a frigid tent and bathe using only her helmet filled with water.

Two articles are almost entirely devoted to the eating habits of Robb and the troops, detailing the use of canned foods, the dearth of vegetables and the need to eat according to the military’s meal schedule. Robb wrote of learning to wash laundry in her helmet and to fashion wool blankets into a makeshift bed roll. She assured readers that no matter the conditions, she always wore her lipstick. One cartoon showed her in military garb, on her knees in front of a tent peering into a small mirror she was holding in one hand, while washing her face with a cloth held in the other. Another cartoon showed her placing her helmet atop her head, while looking into a large mirror with a bemused expression.

AROUND THE GLOBE AND IN COUNTRY

Shortly after returning from North Africa, Robb was involved in another, smaller battle. At an election night for the Overseas Press Club, to which she belonged and for which, fifteen years later, she would serve as vice president, Robb reportedly “flew into a rage and resigned ‘over the insults to our sex!’” The group’s president, Lowell Thomas, had said the group had too many women members. The Overseas Club refused Robb’s resignation, and within days the matter between Robb and Thomas was reportedly “patched up.” On her return from serving with the WAAC, Robb praised the women with whom she had served because, she noted, they neither demanded nor received special privileges, and they worked like men. She also spoke in favor of the U.S. Army drafting women
to work for the war effort as she continued writing her column, now billed as “Assignment America.” In all, she reported from 40 countries and from most, if not all, of the 50 states. Her first big assignment after the war ended was to embark on an around-the-world flight—151 hours, 23,342 miles—on the Globester to mark the return of tourism. Her next big assignment proved far more turbulent. Accompanied by two police officers, Robb arrived about 1:30 a.m. by taxicab at Galveston harbor to cover the Texas City explosion of 1947—which ultimately killed more than 600 people and injured more than 1,000. Robb and her travel companions, the cab driver and the two police officers, ran when they heard cries that the nearby ship was on fire. They were about 300 yards away when it exploded at 2:14 a.m., sending Robb flying into the dirt, killing one of the police officers, and destroying the taxicab. Robb filed her first news story about the explosion at 4 a.m. and a second story, about her own experiences being badly bruised and terrified, shortly after. Her steady reporting while covering the disaster was cited thereafter as testimony to her skill as a newspaper woman in the countless articles about Robb and at the many speaking events and award ceremonies Robb attended.

By the 1950s, Robb was writing regular features for magazines, such as Cosmopolitan, Vogue, and The Saturday Evening Post. She also made frequent appearances as a keynote speaker at national conventions and appeared regularly on television and radio shows, such as “Meet the Press,” where she often served as one of the “grillers” who interviewed guests such as U.S. Sen. Joseph McCarthy, Special Assistant Attorney General Newbold Morris, and pollster George Gallup.98

In her syndicated column, Robb wrote frequently, perhaps jokingly, that she was an advocate of equal rights for men. The equal rights amendment was, she wrote in 1950, “a dastardly plot against American womanhood” that offered “the very dubious satisfaction of acknowledging that men are every bit as good as women,” while leaving women on their own to pay restaurant bills, chase away burglars, and move furniture. These lighter opinion pieces were written cryptically, with a tongue-in-cheek tone that often obscured their sincerity and meaning. Yet Robb did clarify her stance against the ERA in a few columns, such as this passage she wrote in 1958:

The amendment would destroy all the legislation to protect women in industry and before the law that has been passed over the years by predominately male state legislatures. It would leave her wide open to the kind of industrial exploitation from which men have been trying to protect her for years. And I think the average woman needs such an amendment as she needs a hole in the head! Since I was 14, I have had a job in a preponderantly masculine profession, the newspaper world. Preponderantly? Shucks. It’s the most in the male tradition. That’s the chief reason I chose
it! But to get ahead in my profession I have needed equal rights like warts! As far as I can discern—and my discernment has sometimes been likened to radar—I have never, but never, been discriminated against in my profession.100

Rather than being based on denial or dishonesty, Robb’s statement that no one had discriminated against her likely was based on her belief that men treated her just as they should treat a woman. She made it clear throughout her life that women could expect men to treat them well, but women should not expect men to treat them as equals. During a 1952 talk to “career women” in Atlanta, Robb outlined rules for women who wanted to work in a man’s world.101 She explained that a woman must never complain to her boss about her home life or to her husband about her work life. Otherwise, the boss would be justified in “giving her the gate,” and the husband would rightly expect her “to come home to kitchen, church and children.” While permitting the women in her audience to wear pants in the workplace (if the women were thin and didn’t put their hands in their pockets), she insisted that they must never wear the pants at home, literally or figuratively—that was the man’s role, and the woman’s primary role was to serve him.102

Let us put first things first. Any woman with the sense God gave geese is happiest with a home and a husband. That is her natural destiny. If she can also manage a job, career or work that interests her—always without neglecting the husband and home—fine! Well and good; I’m all for her. That’s me, in fact. I’ve never had an employer who didn’t know that my husband and home came first. But as long as I continue to do satisfactory work for him, the boss has never objected. Bosses, you will find, also like women who put first things first.103

Her columns in the 1950s and 1960s often included shallower opinion pieces—those that appeared to require minimal reporting. While she still tackled more complex subjects, such as an undercover FBI agent’s role in the murder of a black civil rights worker in Alabama, she also began to write more frequently about less serious topics, such as the care and keeping of a Brooklyn Dodgers fan (her husband).104 She often fixated on a topic and exhausted it over multiple columns, such as taxation and the state of the U.S. economy or how appalling it was for most women to wear slacks.105 Many of her lighter columns were published in 1962 in a collection entitled *Don’t Just Stand There*.106

Robb announced her retirement early in 1969.107 By then, she had traveled more than a million miles by plane and had covered every presidential inauguration from 1933 to 1961, two royal weddings and two royal coronations, nine national political conventions, and the election and coronation of Pope Paul VI.108 She was reported to have interviewed just about anyone who was anyone in the United
States and abroad—including General Charles de Gaulle twice and two successive Chilean presidents within twenty-four hours. She and Addison Robb had been married 50 years when he died of a heart attack early in 1979. She died three weeks later of complications from Parkinson’s disease, though one obituary mentioned that her health had worsened rapidly because she was so depressed about her husband’s unexpected death. She didn’t mention Parkinson’s disease in her columns or in articles in which she was interviewed, and it’s unclear when she was diagnosed or how many people knew about her illness.

CONCLUSION

While Robb did not publicly fight the boundaries that faced women in their professional or private lives, nonetheless her words and her actions stretched those boundaries for journalists and their audiences. Throughout her life, Robb was recognized with awards and fame and the privileges of a well-paid reporter with a generous expense account. Yet, she is all but forgotten today. Robb’s story is significant not because she was an example of the rare early-20th-century woman journalist who smashed gender barriers, fought for equal rights, or proved herself worthy in a man’s world. Instead, Robb was an example of those women who fought to succeed within the societal standards for women of her time and therefore expanded those standards to include spheres that previously had not been considered feminine.

Robb’s apparent contradictions likely were among her many strengths. She had worked for women’s suffrage and had stood up to editors who preferred to hire men, but publicly she spoke out for men and against women’s rights. She was similar to a wolf in sheep’s clothing—advocating traditional roles for women while forging a groundbreaking career, asserting that women were equal to men in intellect while opposing their equal treatment. Her career exceeded the dreams of many journalists. Thus, Robb was far more visible—and therefore her words were far more capable of being influential—than many accomplished reporters who had refused the lighter women’s fare and toiled away on hard news stories at daily papers.
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